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I’m a huge believer in RMS 
technology. Our industry 
needs to do a better job 
embracing and trusting these 
systems. Forecast accuracy 
drives everything you do, 
and an accurate RMS will 
pay for itself 10 times over. 
IDeaS G3 RMS provides 
robust analytics in an easy, 
user-friendly interface, 
and the hands-on training, 
implementation and ongoing 
support from IDeaS has been 
very helpful and something 
we knew we couldn’t get with 
other RMS providers.

- Remington Hotels

“

“
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The worldwide hospitality and travel industry is in the midst of a major 
transformation. Increased economic uncertainty is on the horizon. 
Understanding a hotel’s demand, market, and distribution environment has 
become more complex than ever before, and this data-dense reality has 
made it nearly impossible for hotel revenue managers to manually crunch the 
numbers accurately and efficiently.

The hard truth is: if you aren’t leveraging data analytics, artificial intelligence, 
and machine learning to automate your revenue, your hotel is already behind. 
Investing in the right revenue management system (RMS) and total connected 
technology ecosystem is one of the most important business strategies and 
financial decisions you can make. 

When considering RMS software and other pricing tools for your hotel, there 
are a number of complexities to keep in mind beyond merely selecting a 
system. Technology is just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to the business 
of running an effective revenue management operation and finding the right 
partner to suit your long-term business needs. 

The considerations can feel endless when looking for the best solution to grow 
and scale your business, but knowing what to look for—and, more importantly, 
who to trust—will position you to make informed, smarter decisions.

This guide will help you:

  Understand next-gen revenue management fundamentals

  Consider the latest industry outlook and trends

  Formulate a business case for an RMS investment

  Identify steps needed to prepare your business

  Evaluate and select a technology partner for scale

Future-Proof  
Your Business

Key Considerations for Your Revenue Technology Investment
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Exorbitant data. Inherent complexity. Constant 
change. Today’s realities of hotel pricing and 
forecasting have made sophisticated analytics 
a permanent part of the revenue management 
field, replacing guesswork and gut-checks with 
empirical science and data-driven decisions. 

Having a modern hotel revenue strategy 
means understanding your total demand and 
scientifically optimizing your pricing and 
inventory to drive the highest possible revenue 
performance.

A new era of hotel revenue management is upon 
us as the focus shifts toward profit optimization 
of all revenue streams. The new breed of 
revenue manager looks beyond the guest room, 
leveraging a comprehensive, fully integrated 
technology ecosystem to capture the most 
profitable business.

Today, with the advanced 
IDeaS G3 RMS, Hotel ICON can 
accurately forecast and price 
our room inventory based on 
different room categories. 
Hotel ICON has experienced 
tangible improvements in the 
performance of our club and 
suite room categories, which 
has contributed to a significant 
uplift in revenue over a short 
space of time. We look forward 
to continuing our growth with 
IDeaS as we aim to enhance 
our total revenue performance.

- Hotel ICON

“

Revenue Management,  
Redefined

“
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Before investing in an RMS, hotels must proactively ensure their house is in order and 
ready for change.

People
With an RMS, your business will run differently than before. Restructuring a hotel 
organization around new processes requires an active, engaging transition plan for 
employees and teams. This may involve adding new leaders, redesigning job roles and 
responsibilities, and developing a higher standard of skills and capabilities.

Hoteliers can begin the implementation by focusing on data collection, analyzing, 
planning, and implementing business practices that support the new processes, 
technology, and revenue strategies. Active involvement, communication, and support 
from the hotel’s executive team is also critical for a successful change management 
initiative. 

Processes
To make revenue analytics work effectively for a hotel organization, the company 
culture needs to be geared toward a common goal of revenue optimization, data 
integrity, and the effective implementation of analytical decisions.

If you don’t already have documented revenue management processes, you should 
develop some basic standards. One of the many benefits of having an RMS is 
automation. It is not as effective to simply add an RMS, which continuously manages 
these various areas on a daily basis, when nothing is currently in place or it is being 
done differently depending on who handles it.

Technology
Believe it or not, technology can be the easiest part of this as it plays a supportive role 
for your people and processes. It frees hotels from being spreadsheet dependent. An 
RMS becomes the single source of truth as opposed to multiple versions of the truth 
which exist throughout your organization.

Technology removes the emotion from revenue management. Analytically-derived, 
science-based pricing, overbooking, and inventory decisions are made from what an 
RMS knows will happen versus what someone feels or thinks might happen.

Organizational RMS 
Readiness

Key Considerations for Your Revenue Technology Investment
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Connect the Dots  
for a Connected Ecosystem

Revenue 
Management  

& Profit 
Optimization

Customer  
Relationship 
Management

Booking 
Engines

Reputation 
Management

A seamless, granular data integration between your RMS, PMS, CRS, CRM, 
booking engine systems, market data, and other revenue streams is  
imperative to drive your hotel’s total profit optimization.
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Property 
Management

Central 
Reservations

Market 
Intelligence

Food & 
Beverage

Sales & 
Catering
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Despite the increasingly data-focused, technology-enhanced state of the industry, 
misconceptions still linger about the importance of revenue management 
technology within the hospitality sector. 

Here are five common revenue management myths and why they’ve been officially 
busted by today’s automated revenue management technology.

MYTH #1:  
We don’t have any issues manually setting our rates,  
so we don’t need an RMS.

Manually collecting, evaluating, and calculating data is time-consuming and highly 
susceptible to human errors…and hence lost revenue. By contrast, a modern RMS 
allows for an in-depth analysis to be made of a hotel’s performance. It will also 
bring increased accuracy and consistency to forecasting and reporting, making it 
easier to determine the best price to optimize demand and boost revenue.

MYTH #2:  
I need a dedicated onsite revenue manager to use an RMS.

With hotel staff increasingly becoming more mobile, revenue managers are often 
responsible for multiple properties across multiple time zones—and they need 
constant and instant access to their RMS. Cloud-based, SaaS technology and 
mobile apps allow them to make informed pricing decisions by providing critical 
demand forecasts and rate analysis including historical behaviors, seasonal 
patterns, recent trends, and competitor rates, anytime, anywhere.

MYTH #3:  
An RMS is too expensive and only used by large global hotel chains.

As revenue management solutions have been successfully adopted by larger hotel 
chains and properties, it has led to a misconception about the cost and ROI smaller 
operators can expect. However, many leading revenue management providers work 
with budget and midscale hotels in both city and resort locations. There are also 
entry-level platforms for hotels starting their revenue management journey, such as 
pricing system technology that focuses on setting and distributing the right rates 
to the right guest at the right time.

RMS Myth  
Busting

HOTEL REVENUE MANAGEMENT ULTIMATE BUYER’S GUIDE
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MYTH #4:  
My hotel is still under construction; I can’t consider revenue 
management until I have been operating for at least one year.

There are many areas of revenue management that must be considered throughout the 
pre-opening phase of a hotel—ranging from establishing market segment revenue and 
sales strategies, undertaking comprehensive competitor evaluation, pricing research, 
pricing processing, and forward planning of market demand cycles. An integral 
component to pre-opening should be considering the optimization of room-type 
configuration, as well as the implementation and integration of revenue management 
technologies with the hotel’s IT infrastructure and platforms from the very start. 
Leading RMS solutions also have unique data-building capabilities to jump-start a 
brand-new hotel complete with scientifically-predicted sales projections and booking 
patterns by room type to provide the expected demand.

MYTH #5:  
Automated RMS proliferation will put revenue managers out of work.

These days, AI’s domination of our workforce is a common fear, but human interaction, 
input, and problem-solving are still vital to the revenue management process. With 
an automated RMS performing the more mundane, time-consuming tasks, revenue 
managers are enabled to focus more on forward-looking strategy and find new ways 
to enhance profitability while still maintaining control over all decision outputs. An 
RMS solution won’t replace the hotel revenue manager—it will empower them.

Key Considerations for Your Revenue Technology Investment
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We need to blow up this idea that 
using legacy technology systems 
and following the status quo is ‘good 
enough.’ We wanted a business 
solution that looks beyond what others 
are doing currently in the revenue 
management space. IDeaS has done 
their homework in areas no one else 
has touched. As a result, both the IDeaS 
product and roadmap are ahead of 
everyone else. IDeaS automates pricing 
down to the individual rate code and 
room type, instead of centering all 
pricing around a single retail or BAR 
price point. This level of detail is crucial 
because true commercial optimization 
must consider a multiplicity of 
demand variables and respond to each 
accordingly. This level of adaptability 
and granularity gives us a more 
acute, real-time understanding of 
changing demand. While most revenue 
management platforms want to reach 
this level, the nearest functionality 
outside of IDeaS offers a manual 
implementation that is rules-based.

- Red Lion Hotels

“

“



Solution Evaluation - Step 1:  
Understand the Technology Offerings
All revenue management platforms are not created equal. In fact, many claiming to be are not in 
fact “true” revenue management systems. When assessing hotel revenue management technology 
vendors, it’s important to know how to spot some critical differences. 
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Pricing System – Many hotels rely on these systems to vary room 
rates and yield in order to grow revenue. Though these systems 
can provide information via reports and support rate changes, 
they are still largely reactionary, rules-based in nature, and are 
unable to process big data or provide deep analytics. Consider 
them a tool in your manual spreadsheet pricing process. 

Revenue Management System – An RMS is as critical as the 
property management system it integrates with. By breaking 
down big data, a true RMS delivers accurate and actionable data-
driven insights and decision empowerment. Through advanced 
automation and flexible controls, users can trust sophisticated 
analytics to maximize productivity, optimize business mix and 
capacity, enhance profitability, and improve the guest experience. 

Connected Technology Ecosystem – With market and 
competitive pressures, we are seeing a shift away from optimizing 
room revenue to optimizing the total expected profit from a 
guest, considering all revenue generated and costs incurred (guest 
rooms, meeting rooms/function space, tables, golf, spa, and more).

Your hotel’s complete technology stack, despite being made up 
of multiple solutions, should operate as one well-oiled revenue 
machine. An advanced RMS will act as your central solution to this 
overall ecosystem with data flowing between all tools to enable 
total profit optimization across all revenue streams. 

GOOD

BETTER

BEST

Key Considerations for Your Revenue Technology Investment



Solution Evaluation - Step 2:  
Ask the Right Questions
When evaluating various RMS solutions on the market, you must carefully consider 
the scale of your operations, level of business demand, and sophistication of existing 
systems. When specifically comparing RMS solutions, you should ask:

 Does the RMS automatically and analytically optimize pricing decisions or are 
they based on manually-set rules?

 Does the solution use sophisticated inventory controls like last room value by 
room type and minimum length of stay to accept the most valuable business?

 Does the solution produce overbooking decisions by room type with strategic 
upgrade paths?

 Does the solution optimize all types of business segments while taking into 
account their impacts on each other?

 Does the system automate tactical activities and alert users to critical tasks 
requiring attention?

 Does the solution continually optimize the demand mix a hotel should accept 
using deep insight into the demand forecast, price sensitivity, wash expectations, 
and any overrides?

 Does the system incorporate relevant market data such as competitor rates, 
reputation data, and Demand360 intelligence into the forecasting engine or 
does it simply display the data and let the user determine how to use it? 

 What is the support model for the users of the system? How will they be trained?

 Can the solution provider help measure the true impact and ROI of the RMS, or 
do they just compare year-over-year actuals without accounting for changing 
market conditions?

14 HOTEL REVENUE MANAGEMENT ULTIMATE BUYER’S GUIDE
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We were missing out not being 
able to see the full picture and our 
manual process didn’t leave us 
enough time to focus on anything 
else. The knowledgeable support 
team we’ve worked with at IDeaS has 
been phenomenal. They have a firm 
understanding of our business and 
are helping us change the revenue 
management culture of Coast 
Hotels. IDeaS G3 RMS gives us the 
opportunity to change how we sell 
and be more dynamic and relevant  
to our customers.

- Coast Hotels

“

“
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Solution Evaluation - Step 3:  
Weigh the Options
As with any major decision, it’s important to assess your options and get a complete view 
of system capabilities. Make sure it checks all your boxes to meet your business needs. As 
you advance through your evaluation process, use this comprehensive checklist as your 
ultimate consideration tool.

True demand-based, dynamic pricing, not limited  
by user-defined rules  

Multiple pricing methodologies such as daily, length-of-stay, 
and continuous pricing, as well as flexible agile rate capabilities

Hotel & room-type overbooking controls

Group pricing evaluation tool

Function space revenue management

Delivers time-saving automated decisions, not 
recommendations that require manual interaction

Revenue performance maximized through a combination of 
demand-based pricing and inventory controls

Provides 365-day future view of unconstrained demand 
incorporating measured uncertainty

Calculates price elasticity by segment, season, day of week, 
length of stay, and days to arrival

Competitor rates, market intelligence, and reputation analysis 
folded into analytics, not just displayed

Artificial intelligence and machine learning automatically react 
to and learn from changes in demand

Powered by world-class SAS® High Performance Analytics

Automated, user-configurable alerts to manage by exception and  
action critical tasks

Ability to delve into reasoning behind pricing decisions to better 
communicate with teams

Real-time distribution of pricing decisions to integrated selling systems 

Informative at-a-glance dashboards, heatmaps and actionable reports

What-if analysis of the impact demand, wash, and overbooking 
decisions have on forecasts and pricing—prior to making changes

Decision override controls support user interaction

SOLUTION 
2

SOLUTION 
3

P

P
P
P
P

P

P
P
P
P

P 
P

P

P
P
P
P
P

REVOLUTIONARY REVENUE  
MANAGEMENT

SUPERIOR ANALYTICS

ADVANCED AUTOMATION

HOTEL REVENUE MANAGEMENT ULTIMATE BUYER’S GUIDE
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Committed to people diversity and inclusion

Financially secure and wholly owned by $3B private  
SAS Institute

Committed to sustainability

Committed to innovation, investing 25%+ revenue in R&D annually

Dedicated client project management team with proven  
delivery and execution program

Award-winning online, on-demand, self-paced training  
program or onsite options

Client CARE team provides technical support, proactive  
system performance monitoring, and coaching

Dedicated account manager and client relationship manager 
provide strategic and tactical support

24/7/365 Client Community online support portal

Ongoing client events with industry-leading thought  
leadership content and best practices

Team of industry consultants with decades of hospitality  
and revenue management experience

Global leader with track record of delivering advanced,  
analytics-driven revenue management solutions

30+ years revenue management technology innovation

Extensive client reference list, with RMS systems installed  
at 11,000+ locations in 129 countries

98%+ global client retention rate

Supported by 400+ team members, including 18 PhDs  
focused on revenue management

Software as a service/cloud accessibility

Mobile, on-the-go user interface options

Smart speaker voice control for hands-free meetings and updates

Data stored in a private, fully redundant and certified  
secure data center

Seamless, granular integrations and partnerships with over  
130 of the industry’s most widely used technology systems

Agile software development for rapid deployment

SOLUTION 
2

SOLUTION 
3

P
P
P
P

P
P
P
P
P

P
P
P
P
P
P

P

P
P
P
P
P
P

CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY

COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORT

EXPERIENCE & EXPERTISE

ACCESSIBILITY & INTEGRATIONS

Key Considerations for Your Revenue Technology Investment
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Greater Profitability
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At the end of the day, the vendor you select should be more than a technology 
provider. You deserve a revenue optimization partner with a firm understanding of 
your industry and business concerns. 

The perception of change can be hard, but through ongoing, committed support and 
services, your implementation process can go quickly and smoothly—and that phase 
should be just the beginning of a long and prosperous relationship with your provider.

Rethinking Revenue Strategy
A hotelier’s guide to thriving in an era of disruption. 
https://go.rev.ideas.com/cr-rethinking-revenue-strategy

The House That Analytics Built
What revenue leaders should know about the analytical architecture  
behind advanced revenue technology. 
https://go.rev.ideas.com/cr-the-house-that-analytics-built

IDeaS Revenue Perspectives
Technology, disruption, and the future of revenue management.
https://go.rev.ideas.com/cr-revenue-perspectives-vol4

Further  
Reading

HOTEL REVENUE MANAGEMENT ULTIMATE BUYER’S GUIDE
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Results delivered.  
Revenue transformed.

IDeaS, a SAS company, is the world’s leading provider of revenue 

management solutions and advisory services. Combining industry 

knowledge with innovative, data-analytics technology, IDeaS creates 

sophisticated yet simple ways to empower revenue leaders with 

precise, automated decisions they can trust.    

Discover greater profitability at ideas.com. 

ideas.com
info@ideas.com

Ready to join the revenue REVolution? 
Contact us to start the conversation.

Americas

Sara Maly

+1 952 698 4226

Sara.Maly@IDeaS.com

Europe/Africa/Middle East

Tatiana Taylor

+44 1628 490171

Tatiana.Taylor@IDeaS.com

Asia/Pacific

Siew Ling Ker

+65 6398 8960

SiewLing.Ker@IDeaS.com

https://ideas.com
http://www.linkedin.com/company/ideas-revenue-solutions/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIdnA8bozIGVKeTC79ObnIw
https://www.facebook.com/IDeaSRevenueSolutions/
https://twitter.com/IDeaS_RevOpt
https://ideas.com
mailto:info%40ideas.com?subject=

